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• The previous century witnessed a great revolution in astrophysics, driven 
by improvements in observing capabilities across the electromagnetic 
(EM) spectrum.  Serendipitous discovery of new classes of sources

• X-ray sky has revealed a violent ever changing Universe full of accreting 
neutron stars and accreting black holes of all flavors 

• Guided by X-ray observations (precious heritage) + predictive power of  
General Relativity + complex input physics ruling energetic phenomena 
portrait sources of gravitational waves: prime targets are coalescing 
neutron stars and black holes of all flavors

• Gravitational Wave Universe holds a great potential for discovery of the 
unknown 

• GW sky provides access to a Universe that can not be observed in any 
other way: “invisible”  as our carriers are gravitational waves

• Flow of information from ATHENA and from the GW Universe  is 
complementary and where there is overlap, information is genetically 
diverse
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THE GRAVITATIONAL WAVE SOURCE LANDSCAPE
 - over a huge frequency interval -
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KIP THORNE CARTOON

COMPACT -COALESCING  BINARIES - STANDARD SIRENS

An independent measure of the redshift, e.g. from the detection of the EM counterpart   
returns the cosmological parameters now measured through “gravity” ...

-study of the host galaxy & environment-

DIRECT MEASURE OF THE LUMINOSITY DISTANCE
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THE GRAVITATIONAL WAVE LANDSCAPE 
COINCIDENT DETECTION
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THE GRAVITATIONAL UNIVERSE

“coalescing binary black holes”
in galaxy mergers

across the Universe

EGW ' 0.08Mc2

log(BINARY MASS)

CURVES OF
CONSTANT
SIGNAL-TO-

NOISE RATIO

THE ENERGETIC UNIVERSE

104 M� � 107 M�

enlarge the sample
“accreting (obscured) black holes”

in galaxies
over a wide range of luminosities

  @ high z
... tracing the supermassive BHs
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THE GRAVITATIONAL UNIVERSE

“coalescing binary black holes”
mission’s goal

high redshift SEEDS
“infant black holes”

We will reveal a population of BHs EM invisible @ very 
high z

and  under-luminous  @ low z

AIRD talk

LSST 
Brandt’s talk

“coalescing binary black holes”
mass & spin measurements

up to 0.1%-1% precision 
reconstruction of the history 

COMPLEMENTARITY

LE ' 1.8⇥ 1043
✓
105 M�

M

◆
erg s�1

EM
current and 

future 
observations

trace the 
heaviest BHs
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OVERLAP but over
differently selected “samples”

THE ENERGETIC UNIVERSE

THE GRAVITATIONAL UNIVERSE
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• Which are the perspectives of observing                                                              
EM precursors -- EM coincident detections -- EM afterglows of GW 
events?

• .. ancestors & relics

• Role of ATHENA?

SYNERGY

Wednesday, October 7, 15



• aLIGO NS-NS COALESCENCES
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• Merger model for SHORT 
GRBs: (i) energy requirement 
and rates, (ii) clean environment 
to avoid significant baryon 
loading, (iii) lack of associations 
with supernovae, (iv) redshift 
distribution (z~0.1-1.5)  
indicating typical progenitor 
delay times of less than e few 
Gyrs, (v) occurrence in both late 
and early type galaxies with rate 
influence by both stellar mass 
and star formation activity, (vi) 
off-sets (10% bursts have off-sets 
>20 kpc) indicative of natal kicks 
or dynamical origin in globular 
clusters, (vii) evidence of 
collimation, (viii) under-luminous 
afterglow

• NS-NS mergers (20 per year) are 
expected to generate an EM 
signal - formation of an hyper-
accreting highly magnetized disc 
of debris. The GW signal is 
expected to anticipate the EM 
signal. GW detection should 
work as a “trigger”

• The localization region for 
Advanced LIGO/Virgo is100 
deg2- a challenge for EM 
follow-up 

The Astrophysical Journal, 746:48 (15pp), 2012 February 10 Metzger & Berger

with specific stellar populations). Because merger counterparts
are predicted to be faint, obtaining a spectroscopic redshift
is challenging (cf. Rowlinson et al. 2010), in which case
spectroscopy of the host galaxy is the most promising means
of obtaining the event redshift.

It is important to distinguish two general strategies for con-
necting EM and GW events. One approach is to search for a
GW signal following an EM trigger, either in real time or at
a post-processing stage (e.g., Finn et al. 1999; Mohanty et al.
2004). This is particularly promising for counterparts predicted
to occur in temporal coincidence with the GW chirp, such as
short-duration gamma-ray bursts (SGRBs). Unfortunately, most
other promising counterparts (none of which have yet been
independently identified) occur hours to months after coales-
cence.6 Thus, the predicted arrival time of the GW signal will
remain uncertain, in which case the additional sensitivity gained
from this information is significantly reduced. For instance, if
the time of merger is known only to within an uncertainty of
∼ hours (weeks), as we will show is the case for optical (radio)
counterparts, then the number of trial GW templates that must
be searched is larger by a factor ∼104–106 than if the merger
time is known to within seconds, as in the case of SGRBs.

A second approach, which is the primary focus of this paper,
is EM follow-up of GW triggers. A potential advantage in this
case is that counterpart searches are restricted to the nearby
universe, as determined by the ALIGO/Virgo sensitivity range
(redshift z ! 0.05–0.1). On the other hand, the large error
regions are a significant challenge, which are estimated to be
tens of square degrees even for optimistic configurations of GW
detectors (e.g., Gürsel & Tinto 1989; Fairhurst 2009; Wen &
Chen 2010; Nissanke et al. 2011). Although it has been argued
that this difficulty may be alleviated if the search is restricted
to galaxies within 200 Mpc (Nuttall & Sutton 2010), we stress
that the number of galaxies with L " 0.1 L∗ (typical of SGRB
host galaxies; Berger 2009, 2011) within an expected GW error
region is ∼400, large enough to negate this advantage for most
search strategies. In principle the number of candidate galaxies
could be reduced if the distance can be constrained from the
GW signal; however, distance estimates for individual events
are rather uncertain, especially at that low of S/Ns that will
characterize most detections (Nissanke et al. 2010). Moreover,
current galaxy catalogs are incomplete within the ALIGO/Virgo
volume, especially at lower luminosities. Finally, some mergers
may also occur outside of their host galaxies (Berger 2010;
Kelley et al. 2010). Although restricting counterpart searches to
nearby galaxies is unlikely to reduce the number of telescope
pointings necessary in follow-up searches, it nevertheless can
substantially reduce the effective sky region to be searched,
thereby allowing for more effective vetoes of false positive
events (Kulkarni & Kasliwal 2009).

At the present there are no optical or radio facilities that can
provide all-sky coverage at a cadence and depth matched to
the expected light curves of EM counterparts. As we show in
this paper, even the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST),
with a planned all-sky cadence of four days and a depth of
r ≈ 24.7 mag, is unlikely to effectively capture the range of
expected EM counterparts. Thus, targeted follow-up of GW

6 Predicted EM counterparts that may instead precede the GW signal include
emission powered by the magnetosphere of the NS (e.g., Hansen & Lyutikov
2001; McWilliams & Levin 2011; Lyutikov 2011a, 2011b), or cracking of the
NS crust due to tidal interactions (e.g., Troja et al. 2010; Tsang et al. 2011),
during the final inspiral. However, given the current uncertainties in these
models, we do not discuss them further.

BH
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Kilonova
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Jet ISM Shock (Afterglow)

GRB
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Radio (weeks years)
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Figure 1. Summary of potential electromagnetic counterparts of NS–NS/
NS–BH mergers discussed in this paper, as a function of the observer angle,
θobs. Following the merger a centrifugally supported disk (blue) remains around
the central compact object (usually a BH). Rapid accretion lasting !1 s
powers a collimated relativistic jet, which produces a short-duration gamma-
ray burst (Section 2). Due to relativistic beaming, the gamma-ray emission
is restricted to observers with θobs ! θj , the half-opening angle of the jet.
Non-thermal afterglow emission results from the interaction of the jet with
the surrounding circumburst medium (pink). Optical afterglow emission is
observable on timescales up to ∼ days–weeks by observers with viewing angles
of θobs ! 2θj (Section 3.1). Radio afterglow emission is observable from all
viewing angles (isotropic) once the jet decelerates to mildly relativistic speeds
on a timescale of weeks–months, and can also be produced on timescales of
years from sub-relativistic ejecta (Section 3.2). Short-lived isotropic optical
emission lasting ∼few days (kilonova; yellow) can also accompany the merger,
powered by the radioactive decay of heavy elements synthesized in the ejecta
(Section 4).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

error regions is required, whether the aim is to detect optical
or radio counterparts. Even with this approach, the follow-
up observations will still require large field-of-view (FOV)
telescopes to cover tens of square degrees; targeted observations
of galaxies are unlikely to substantially reduce the large amount
of time to scan the full error region.

Our investigation of EM counterparts is organized as follows.
We begin by comparing various types of EM counterparts, each
illustrated by the schematic diagram in Figure 1. The first is an
SGRB, powered by accretion following the merger (Section 2).
Even if no SGRB is produced or detected, the merger may still
be accompanied by relativistic ejecta, which will power non-
thermal afterglow emission as it interacts with the surrounding
medium. In Section 3 we explore the properties of such “or-
phan afterglows” from bursts with jets nearly aligned toward
Earth (optical afterglows; Section 3.1) and for larger viewing
angles (late radio afterglows; Section 3.2). We constrain our
models using the existing observations of SGRB afterglows,
coupled with off-axis afterglow models. We also provide a re-
alistic assessment of the required observing time and achiev-
able depths in the optical and radio bands. In Section 4 we
consider isotropic optical transients powered by the radioac-
tive decay of heavy elements synthesized in the ejecta (referred
to here as “kilonovae,” since their peak luminosities are pre-
dicted to be roughly one thousand times brighter than those
of standard novae). In Section 5 we compare and contrast the
potential counterparts in the context of our four Cardinal Virtues.

2

see Berger 2014 for a review & discussion
GW signal acts as trigger

SEARCH of low redshift (z<0.1) sGRBs off set
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• eLISA COALESCENCES

• Will black holes attend coalescence in vacuum?       
(coalescence occurs on μ-pc scales)
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Rg = 2GM/c2

�tspacetime ⇠ c/Rg

R . 10RG

NEAR  ZONE:  EM minute BURST ?

... focus hypothetically  on  A RING OF GAS

Mgas

�t
gas

⇠ T
orbital

⇠ (c/RG)(R/Rg)
3/2 ⇠ �t

spacetime

(R/Rg)
3/2

• In the highly fluctuating 
dynamical spacetime 
gas is shock-heated and 
cools radiatively

• stretching of magnetic 
field lines - collimated 
jet

• prompt emission @ the 
level of the Eddington 
luminosity

• duration depends on the 
amount of gas mass

• spectra: depending on 
opacity, the flare can be 
in X-rays

Krolik  2010
Palenzuela et a. 2012
Van Meter et al. 2012
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Rg = 2GM/c2

• Sudden Mass loss 
by GW  (1%-10%)

• Sudden change of 
angular 
momentum- 
oblique orbits 
precess. Lense  
Thirring torques 
related to the new 
spin of the new 
black hole

THE FAR ZONE: LONG (month) AFTERGLOW ?

�tgas�dissip � �tspacetime

relic black hole
with lower mass

and new spin

R ⇠ 100RG
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• Starting from a meta-catalogue of 
simulated sources

• eLISA plans to perform analysis in real 
time

• SKA field of view (FOV) of 10 deg2 
and μJy sensitivity for 1 hour of 
integration time, high chance of 
detecting the transient out to z=5 
5-10 radio transients can be 
discovered

• LSST with FOV similar to SKA r=27.7: 
a handful of sources below z=0.3

• eROSITA with 10-15 flux and FOV of 
0.83 deg2   one source at z=1

• Fermi like (20% sky coverage) best 
chances

• difficult task is in finding a unique 
signature of an off-on sources after the 
GW trigger but ..knowing the “time 
zero” of coalescence will help.

• difficult task is to identify the source in 
a “sea” of transients. By 2030 we will 
know much more on the transient sky

2

FIG. 1: Sources located in the sky with �⌦ < 10 deg2, in a meta-catalogue comprising 30 Monte Carlo realisations of our
fiducial massive BH assembly models. Sources versus sky localization error �⌦ (upper left panel); number of sources versus
signal-to-noise ratio SNR (upper right panel); number of sources versus total mass prior to merging (lower left panel) and
versus redshift space (lower right panel).

We considered four possible counterpart identification strategies in four di↵erent energy bands, in order of increasing
energy. As minimal hypothesis, EM counterparts to NGO BH coalescence events are considered here transient sources,
i.e sources that trun on during the timescale of the NGO observation and in the follow-up years.

1. Radio, with Square Kilometer Array (SKA, in the interval 70 MHz < f < 10 GHz);

2. Optical, with the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST);

3. X-ray, with an eROSITA like monitor (0.1-10 keV);

4. Gamma, with a Fermi LAT like monitor.

SKA will likely achieve an exquisite < 1µJy (possibly down to 0.1µJy) sensitivity in a field of view (FOV)
of 10 deg2 with about 1 hour integration time, in a frequency band of 350MHz width centered at 1.4GHz
(http://www.skatelescope.org/media-outreach/books/science-book/). If a fraction fradio ⇠ 10�3 (e.g., Palenzuela
et al. 2010) of radio to bolometric luminosity (i.e. Lradio > 10�3LE) is emitted by the GW source, a 105 M� source
will be observable out to z ⇡ 10. Given the large number (about 200) of well localized sources from the meta-catalogue,
5-to-10 radio transients associated to NGO events might be observable in 2 years.

LSST, with a FOV of 9.6 deg2 and sensitivity down to a magnitude r = 24.5 for a 30s pointing, represents an
optimal optical follow-up of transient events associated to BH coalescences (should they appear in this band). 1000
consecutive pointings for a total of 30ks (⇡ 8h) would achieve r = 27.5. This magnitude roughly corresponds to a
106 M� massive BH accreting at the Eddington luminosity out to z = 1 or to a 105 M� massive BH accreting at
Eddington out to z = 0.3. Only a handful of sources in our catalogue satisfy these requirements. Therefore, we will
be probably able to perform meaningful optical follow-ups only for at most one source in 5 years of mission operation.

eROSITA achieves a sensitivity of 10�15erg s�1 cm�2 on a FOV of 0.83 deg2 for an exposure time of 30ks. For fX =
1, a coalescing binary with 106 M� would be visible out to z = 3.8, or with 105 M� out to z = 1.5 (instead, assuming
a standard, steady accretion spectrum with fX ⇡ 0.05, the maximum observable redshifts would be ⇠ 1). About 30
sources in our catalogue satisfy these requirements We might therefore be able to observe an X-ray counterpart for
one source in 2 years.

Sesana,  Petiteau, MC unpublished material

• 10 deg2
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Disc emission from recoiling black holes 2033

5 D ISCUSSION

Our numerical results can be scaled to represent a wide range of
different systems. In doing so, three parameters enter the problem:
(i) the black hole mass, which affects the characteristic time-scale
tV over which energy is deposited into the disc, (ii) the kick veloc-
ity, which affects both the time-scale and the normalization of the
luminosity and (iii) the disc mass, which alters the luminosity. The
effect of kicks on surrounding discs might, in principle, be observ-
able in two distinct regimes. For low-mass black holes with M ∼
106 M" the time-scales for the initial rise in the light curve in the
source frame range from ∼10 yr for V = 300 km s−1 down to as
little as ∼1 yr for V > 103 km s−1. It may therefore be possible to
detect a time-variable electromagnetic counterpart from the kicked
disc following a merger that has been approximately localized by
gravitational wave (or other) observations (Lippai et al. 2008). For
high-mass black holes (M ∼ 108 M"), the long time-scales for vari-
ability and the rarity of mergers in this mass range combine to make
such triggered searches unfeasible. It has been suggested, however,
that the spectrum of a kicked disc might be sufficiently distinct from
that of other sources as to allow identification in wide-area surveys
(Schnittman & Krolik 2008).

In addition to the black hole mass and kick velocity, the disc mass
is an important parameter, since the luminosity is proportional to
the surface density at the characteristic radius RV. It is important to
note that this is a large radius: for M = 106 M" and V = 300 km
s−1, we have RV = 0.05 pc (106 GM/c2), while for M = 108 M"
and V = 103 km s−1 we have RV = 0.43 pc (≈105 GM/c2). At
these radii an argument can be made that the maximum surface
density of a geometrically thin accretion disc is limited by the
onset of fragmentation due to the disc’s self-gravity (Gammie 2001;
Goodman 2003; Rice, Lodato & Armitage 2005; Rafikov 2005; for
a review see Lodato 2007). A simple estimate can be derived by
making use of the steady-state models calculated by Levin (2007).
In these models, the maximum value of ! is a function only of ",
and varies from !max ∼ 2 × 103 g cm−2 at a radius where the orbital
period P = 102 yr down to !max ∼ 40 g cm−2 or less at P = 103

yr. Writing the maximum disc mass as Mmax ∼ πR2
V!(RV), where

!(RV) is the maximum value of the surface density that would be
stable against fragmentation at RV, we find that for a range of kick
velocities between 300 and 103 km s−1 the disc around a 106 M"
black hole would be unlikely to exceed q ∼ 10−3 of the black hole
mass. In scaling our results to M = 106 M", we therefore use the
value q = 6 × 10−4 discussed earlier. For a 108 M" black hole, a
somewhat more massive disc could be stable, and for this case we
scale to q = 6 × 10−3.

Given the important role that the assumed disc mass plays in
determining the observability of emission from kicked discs, it is
worth stressing that these estimates are crude. There are few ob-
servational constraints on discs at sub-pc scales in galactic nuclei.
Theoretical work only strictly excludes the existence of very mas-
sive discs that are heated by viscous processes and cool radiatively.
Therefore, it would not surprise us if our ‘limits’ could be exceeded.

Fig. 22 shows examples of the scaled light curves for three
sets of parameters: (i) a baseline case with M = 106 M", V =
300 km s−1 and q = 6 × 10−4; (ii) a more optimistic (as far as
observability goes) case with M = 106 M", V = 103 km s−1 and
q = 6 × 10−4; and (iii) a high-mass case with M = 108 M", V

= 103 km s−1 and q = 6 × 10−3. These parameters are similar to
those considered by Schnittman & Krolik (2008) except for the fact
that, for the reasons outlined above, we use a substantially smaller
disc mass. For each parameter set we plot the total luminosity from

Figure 22. The predicted bolometric light curve of the kicked disc after
scaling the numerical results to represent three different classes of systems.
The solid curves show the light curves for θ = 15◦ (upper curve) and θ =
90◦ (lower curve) runs, following scaling to M = 106 M", V = 103 km
s−1 and a disc mass ratio q = 6 × 10−4. Both runs are for a surface density
profile with p = 3/2. The short-dashed curves are for identical parameters
except for a lower kick velocity of V = 300 km s−1. The long-dashed curves
are for a system with M = 108 M", V = 103 km s−1 and a disc mass ratio
q = 6 × 10−3.

the θ = 15◦ and 90◦ simulations, which roughly bracket the range
of likely behaviour seen in our simulations.

The maximum luminosity obtained from the M = 106 M" mod-
els is L ' 1043 erg s−1, which corresponds to about 10 per cent
of the Eddington luminosity LEdd = 1.3 × 1044 erg s−1 for this
mass of black hole. Reaching this luminosity, however, requires
a combination of circumstances that may be uncommon: a high-
velocity kick (V = 103 km s−1), directed almost into the plane of a
disc, with a steep surface density profile. The peak luminosity for
most of the other models plotted in Fig. 20 is smaller: around 2 ×
1042 erg s−1 (1.5 per cent LEdd) for V = 103 km s−1 and θ = 90◦, and
approximately 1040 erg s−1 (10−4LEdd ) for the models with V =
300 km s−1. These values encompass the range of luminosities (6.3
× 10−4LEdd to 1.6 × 10−2LEdd) estimated by Lippai et al. (2008).

Fig. 23 shows the predicted bolometric flux from the disc as a
function of source redshift z. We assume a luminosity distances
appropriate for a standard cosmology. As expected from the fact
that even the most luminous sources are sub-Eddington, none of
our sources are predicted to be very bright. Electromagnetic coun-
terparts might be detectable if V lies towards the upper end of the
considered range, especially if the merger is nearby. Low-velocity
kicks (V = 300 km s−1), on the other hand, yield very low lu-
minosities that would not be detectable at plausible cosmological
distances.

Fig. 22 also shows the predicted light curve for a disc around
a 108 M" black hole following a kick of 103 km s−1. These pa-
rameters have been chosen to match those adopted by Schnittman
& Krolik (2008), although our curves are calculated for a steeper
surface density profile than the ! ∝ r−3/5 that they used. None the
less we find that (for the θ = 15◦ run) the time of the predicted
peak (t ∼ 103 yr in the source frame) is similar to that derived by
Schnittman & Krolik (2008). The amplitude, however, is more than
an order of magnitude lower (about 1044 erg s−1 as opposed to a few
1045 erg s−1). This difference arises because we have limited the disc
mass to the maximum that is allowable before self-gravity would

C© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 401, 2021–2035
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Rossi et al. 2010

Black hole merger: the first light after 0.1-100 years 
“relic glow” 

2028 E. A. Rossi et al.
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Figure 9. Rendering showing the evolution of the surface density of the disc following an in-plane kick. In this high resolution simulation, the disc extends
up to r = rub. During the peak phase of energy dissipation (left-hand panel), energy is dissipated at successively larger disc radii as an outward moving wave
propagates through the gas. The outer part of the disc is unbound and escapes ballistically. After the wave reaches the outer edge of the disc (centre panel),
the rate of decay of the energy dissipation rate steepens markedly. At late times (right-hand panel, spatial and colour scale adjusted to show structure in the
innermost regions) low angular momentum gas continues to accrete onto the bound remnant of the original disc, releasing energy at a low level and forming a
highly non-axisymmetric accretion flow.

viscosity) dependent in the sense expected if the dissipation is a
numerical phenomenon.3 Our conclusion from these tests is that
the very early rise of the luminosity cannot be accurately modelled
without the use of a physical model for wave dissipation within the
disc. The behaviour of the light curve near the peak, conversely,
appears to be robust and well-captured by the code viscosity. We
interpret this robustness as being due to the much more violent fluid
motions associated with the large distortions seen in Fig. 7.

4.2 Results for in-plane kicks: razor-thin discs

In-plane kicks were also simulated using both ZEUS and SPH. It is
important to realize at the outset that, unlike in the case of per-
pendicular kicks, the ZEUS and SPH simulations of in-plane kicks
model different physical systems. Our ZEUS runs are strictly 2D in (r ,
φ), and thus model a razor-thin disc with a vertical thickness that is
both negligible and constant with radius. Our SPH runs, on the other
hand, model the effect of the same kick on a 3D disc whose scale
height is non-zero and increasing with radius. Although the result-
ing motions are still predominantly confined to the (r , φ) plane, the
3D structure of the disc allows gas from large radii to flow inwards
over the surface of the disc ballistically without forming a prompt
shock as is inevitable in a strictly 2D system. As we will show, this
results in significant changes to the resulting light curve. Here, we
discuss the ZEUS results, deferring the SPH results to Section 4.5,
where they are presented as part of the investigation of arbitrary
kick angles. We emphasize that it is not obvious which model is
closer to physical reality. A real disc is of course 3D, as modelled
with SPH, but it is also much thinner, at the radii of interest, than the
disc simulated numerically and hence arguably closer to the ZEUS

razor-thin limit.
For the ZEUS simulations of in-plane kicks, the computational

grid extends from r = 0.02 to 12, with the initial disc occupying
the radial range 0.1 < r < 10. For this case, rb = 0.172 and rub =
5.8. We use 400 grid points in r, logarithmically spaced to give a
radial resolution r i+1/ri ! 1.016 at all radii, and 300 grid points in
φ. All luminosities are scaled to represent a disc mass ratio qcode =
6 × 10−4.

3 Higher resolution reduces the luminosity by an amount that is roughly
consistent with the reduction in artificial viscosity.

Figure 10. The implied energy dissipation rate as a function of time for an
in-plane kick into a razor-thin disc with a surface density profile " ∝ r−3/2

and a fixed sound speed profile cs ∝ r−3/4. The disc extends up to r = 10.
Time is measured in units of the dynamical time (tV) at RV, while the energy
dissipation rate is in code units for a disc mass Md/M = 6 × 10−4 between
r = 0.1 and 10. The solid black curve shows the total energy dissipation rate
evaluated across the whole computational domain, while the dashed black
line is the dissipation rate for 0.1 ≤ r ≤ 10 for comparison with the SPH
results. This latter has been divided up into individual contributions from
annuli at successively greater radii: 0.1 < r < 0.172 = rb (red short-dashed
line), 0.172 < r < 0.55 (blue long-dashed line), 0.55 < r < 1.79 (green
dot–dashed line) and 1.79 < r < 5.8 = rub (cyan dot–long-dashed line).
The dotted black curve (at the bottom) shows the result for a disc with no
kick but an instantaneous black hole mass loss of 0.03M.

The evolution of the surface density in the kicked disc is shown in
Fig. 9 for the case of a steeply declining surface density profile with
p = 3/2. We identify three main phases to the evolution, which
can be matched to different parts of the bolometric light curve
plotted in Fig. 10. In the initial phase, a wave propagates outwards
through the disc, depositing energy in annuli at successively larger
radii. The rate of energy deposition in the symmetric bound region
of the disc (r < rb = 0.172), which includes both dissipation of the
prompt energy input and accretion energy, peaks at t/tV = 0.065.

C© 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C© 2009 RAS, MNRAS 401, 2021–2035
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both the time series and their associated power spectra. We cut
the spatial domain into the following radial annuli:

(i) 0 a < r < 10 a: the entire domain;
(ii) 0 a < r < 1 a: the “binary region”;
(iii) 1 a < r < 1.8a: the “cavity region”;
(iv) 1.8a < r < 2.5a: the “rim region”;
(v) 2.5a < r < 10 a: the “disc region”.

The associated time series and power spectra are shown respec-
tively in the left and right panels of Fig. 7.

In all the simulations, the overall torque (i), shows a clear
periodic oscillation, much larger in amplitude than its average
value. The power spectrum unveils several distinctive peaks,
with relative amplitudes that can vary significantly for different
simulations. In particular, peaks in the iso simulations are much
sharper and better defined. This is because in the adia simula-
tions the BHB shrinks significantly, resulting in a broadening of
the characteristic frequencies. Moreover, as we shall see in the
next section, the disc sub-structures are much better defined in
the iso runs, giving rise to neater features.

In the binary region (ii) the torque is mostly coherent and
positive. Because the torque strength in (ii) is regulated by the
mass inflow, it shows periodicities that are related to the accre-
tion flow: a disc component around f ≈ 0.25P−1

0 (correspond-
ing to the disc peak density at r ≈ 2.5a), the forcing frequency
of the binary at f = P−1

0 , and the beat between these two at
f ≈ 0.75P−1

0 (see Sect. 5 and Roedig et al. 2011, Sect. 5.1). In the
cavity region (iii) the torque is negative on average but strongly
oscillating. Several periodicities are detectable, the most strik-
ing being a peak at f ≈ P−1

0 which appears again to be directly
related to the binary period. In the rim region (iv) the torque is
highly oscillating, and the strongest feature is a sharp peak at
f ≈ 1.3P−1

0 , whereas in the disc region (v) the only significant
spectral component is at f ≈ 1.7P−1

0 . As a general trend, moving
from the inner region to the disc body, torques become incoher-
ent (i.e. they average to zero) and strongly oscillating (compare
the power spectra scales in the different panels of each plot).

4.3. Interpretation: torque origin and location in the disc

In this Section, we provide a global interpretation of the fea-
tures observed both in the radial distribution of the time aver-
aged torques and in their temporal evolution. The arguments dis-
cussed below are supported by Figs. 8–10 and by Table 2.

4.3.1. Origin of the positive and negative peaks

It seems natural to compare the torque radial profiles obtained by
our simulations with linear perturbation theory, in which torque
minima and maxima are connected to outer Lindblad resonances
(OLRs). It is in fact tempting to associate the torque minimum
at r ≈ 1.6a with the 2:1 OLR. We should however be careful
in pushing this interpretation too far, since, as already pointed
out by MM08 and S11, the assumptions of linear theory are not
satisfied in this context. Most importantly, looking at the upper
panels of Figs. 8 and 9, we notice that the region r < 2a is
almost devoid of gas, and the streams are almost radial. Mass
fluxes reported in Table 2 clearly show that, at any radius, there
are always fluxes of ingoing and outgoing mass, resulting in a
steady net inward flux consistent with the accretion rate onto the
two BHs. A strict OLR interpretation of the torque minimum at
r ≈ 1.6a would instead require particles in circular orbit at that
radius, experiencing a secular effect due to the phase-coherent
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Fig. 8. Top panel: typical instantaneous logarithmic surface mass den-
sity of the iso05 simulation. Bottom row: combined surface torque den-
sity exerted by the disc onto the binary (left panel), onto the primary
BH (central panel) and onto the secondary BH (right panel). All plots
are in code units: G = M0 = a0 = 1.

periodic forcing of the binary; this is not what happens within
the cavity region. The strongest 2:1 OLR is certainly respon-
sible for the evacuation of the gas close to the binary and for
the formation and maintenance of a cavity, however cannot be
directly responsible for the coherent torque seen in the cavity re-
gion. This is also supported by the fact that MM08 and S11 find a
minimum at the same location (r ≈ 1.6−1.7a) for an equal mass
binary, where the 2:1 resonance is absent (because of the sym-
metry of the forcing potential), and the location of the strongest
OLR (3:2) would be at r ≈ 1.3a. The strong negative torque
in the cavity region has a purely kinetic origin: material ripped
off the disc edge forms well defined streams following the two
BHs, which are clearly distinguishable in both the surface den-
sity plots shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The streams are responsible
for the yellow tails following the two BHs at ∼1.5a in the torque
density panels, which lead to a net negative torque. Conversely,
at r >∼ 2a, we have a well defined, almost circular disc, and the
torque density peaks at r ≈ 2a and r ≈ 2.5a can be identified
with the loci of the strong 3:1 and 4:1 OLRs (Artymowicz &
Lubow 1994).

Our simulations also allow us to investigate the torques
within the binary corotation radius at r < a, a region often
excised in grid-based simulations (see MM08 and S11). Here
we find strong positive torques on both BHs. This is because
the infalling material approaches the BHs at super-Keplerian ve-
locities, and bends in a horseshoe fashion, exerting a net pos-
itive torque in front of them. In fact, the maximum positive
torque basically coincides with the location of the two BHs
(sharp peak at r ≈ 0.75a for the secondary and a broader peak
around r ≈ 0.3a for the primary, see Fig. 6). The very same
effect, in the context of planetary migration, was discussed by
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depends strongly on the total number of points in the light curve
and only mildly on the number of points per orbit (as long as
this is larger than three). The discontinuity with respect to the p1
series tells us that sampling six orbits with six points per orbit
is much better than sampling three orbits doubling the observation
frequency. Sampling at least three orbits is a minimum identification
requirement, because other sources of uncorrelated noise may wash
out the significance of the periodicity if the statistics is too poor. In
general, having at least ∼15–20 points in the light curve, sampling
three or more orbits, is a minimum requirement for a confident
identification of the periodicity.

7 D O U B L E I RO N L I N E S

7.1 Relevant source population

Spectral lines formed in relativistic accretion discs are distorted due
to Doppler and relativistic effects producing a characteristic shape,
which may be modelled to determine the properties of the space–
time around the compact object (Fabian et al. 1989; Laor 1991). In
particular, observations of supermassive black holes at the centre
of galaxies have revealed broad skewed lines, which have allowed
constraints to be placed on the spin of the black holes (Tanaka et al.
1995; Nandra et al. 1997, 2007; Miller 2007; de La Calle Pérez
et al. 2010). The current status of our knowledge of relativistically
broadened iron lines from AGN is summarized in Guainazzi et al.
(2011).

Double relativistic Fe Kα lines are more likely to be present in
a ‘steady’ environment, where material rising from the accretion
discs (driven by heating and vertical stratification of the accreting
material, magnetic turbulence, winds, or star–disc interactions) has
time to shape a tenuous hot electron plasma corona. They are there-
fore likely to appear in situations where tacc > P0, but we do not
exclude such possibility otherwise. Broad Fe Kα lines appear to
be common in AGN (Nandra et al. 2007; de La Calle Pérez et al.
2010), yet their identification requires a large number of collected
X-ray photons, i.e. deep, targeted, time-consuming observations. It
is therefore reasonable to consider only sources that may be indi-
vidually resolvable in PTA campaigns, and consequently localized
in the sky to some accuracy (Corbin & Cornish 2010; Sesana &
Vecchio 2010).

We therefore estimate the population of sources suitable for dou-
ble Fe Kα line detection by considering individually resolvable
sources only. Unfortunately, the concept of resolvability has not
been deeply investigated in the PTA observation context (and cer-
tainly not for eccentric binaries). In the circular binary case, a rough
‘one bin’ rule estimate provides ∼10 bright resolvable binaries
(Sesana et al. 2009). However, such estimate does not take into
account the spatial information enclosed in the detection with an
array of pulsars; two sources at different sky locations contribute
differently in each pulsar, and their signals may be disentangled
even if their frequencies fall in the same bin. Boyle & Pen (2010)
estimated that, exploiting the spatial information enclosed in the
signal, 2N/7 sources per frequency bin would be resolvable by an
array of N pulsars. For our estimate, we therefore (somewhat arbi-
trarily) pick the 10 strongest GW sources per frequency bin, and
impose a further cut at 1 ns (dimmer sources would not be individ-
ually detectable anyway). This leaves us with ∼100 sources, the
precise number being vastly independent of the details of the global
population model, but only on the PTA observation time (assumed
to be 10 years). Such population is shown in Fig. 9 for our default
model. Blue histograms represent MBHBs still attached to their

Figure 9. Properties of the individually resolvable PTA-MBHB population,
assuming 10 resolvable sources per frequency bin, and 10 years of PTA
observations, for our default model. All resolvable sources contributing at
a level of 1 ns or more to the PTA signal in the 3 × 10−9 to 10−6 Hz
frequency window are considered. From top left to bottom right, we plot the
primary mass, mass ratio, redshift and X-ray flux distributions. The vertical
ticks indicate the properties of the system studied in Section 7.2. The total
number of sources integrated over the blue histograms is ∼20. Line style is
as in Fig. 1.

circumbinary discs (i.e. with a > afr), and therefore plausibly host-
ing small accretion minidiscs. We are left with ∼20 bright, low-
redshift sources.

Note, however, that our estimation of afr is quite conservative. In
deriving it, we equated the GW shrinking time to the viscous time
of an unperturbed disc at a radius corresponding to the inner rim
of the cavity. Tanaka & Menou (2010), however, showed that the
steep density gradient at the inner edge of the disc will shorten the
inward diffusion time-scale of the gas, causing a significant delay
in the disc–binary detachment, therefore increasing the number of
sources with observable minidiscs. Moreover, in the β-disc picture,
the consumption time of a minidisc of ∼30RS can easily exceed
104 yr (see equation 17), implying that a relevant fraction of the
detached systems may still be significantly accreting (Chang et al.
2010; Tanaka et al. 2011). It is in any case worth noting that the
relevant population is sizeable (maybe few to hundred sources) and
probably mostly composed by very low redshift systems (z < 0.2;
see lower left panel of Fig. 9).

7.2 Simulations of double Kα line observability

We assume the iron lines to be similar to that observed from
the archetype MCG−6-30-15 (Tanaka et al. 1995; Brenneman &
Reynolds 2006; Miniutti 2007). We aim to assess the feasibility
of detecting pairs of relativistic iron lines which may be emitted
from the inner minidiscs around the MBHs discussed herein, and
to use them to constrain the properties of the binary system, i.e.
MBH spins, relative radial velocity, inclination, etc. In order to in-
vestigate the feasibility of utilizing broad Fe Kα emission from an

C© 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 420, 860–877
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